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Assassination Records Review Board 
600 E Street NW • 2nd floor • Washington, DC 20530 

(202} 724-0088 • Fax: (202} 724-0457 

I>ecernber18,1997 
CIA SP1~Cii\L COJ_,LECTIONS 

RELfi1~~SE n~~ FU"LL 
Mr. John Pereira 
Chief 
Hlstorical Review Group 
Center for the Study of Intelligence 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D.C. 02505 

2000 

Re: Status of CIA Responses to Assassination Records Review Board's Requests for 
Additional Information and Records 

Dear John: 

I am writing to follow-up on our telephone call earlier today and to convey my serious 
concern about the status of CIA's responses to the Review Board's requests for 
additional information and records. Although CIA has completed its responses to 
several requests, and many others have been answered in part, a significant number of 
requests have not been answered- including some that were made more than two 
years ago. On many occasions we have been assured that responses would be 
forthcoming, only to have promised dates come and go without answers. It is now 
extremely important that these requests be answered promptly so that we may conduct 
a proper follow-up if necessary. The issues that we can now identify as being of the 
highest priority are identified in the text below by double asterisks (**)1 and we request 
that they be answered within the next month. We request that the remaining requests 
be answered by April 1, 1998. 

The remainder of this letter is divided into two parts: first, a listing of the formal 
requests for information and records, and second, a listing of the informal requests for 
information and records. Please let me know if your understanding of any ~f the 
following points differs from ours so that we can resolve any potential discrepancies. 

1As identified more fully below, the issues are: CIA-1 Organizational Material, 
CIA-6 Cables and Dispatches, CIA-13 Backchannel Communications, CIA-IR-03 
HTLING.UAL Documents, CIA-IR-04 Disposition of Angleton Files, CIA-IR-07 Claude 
Barnes Capehart, CIA-IR-15 Electronic "take" from Mexico City, CIA-IR-21 ORE 
Monthly Operational Reports, CIA-IR-22 "A" Files on Clay Shaw and Jim Garrison. 

BoARD MEMBERS: John R. Tunheim, Chair • Henry F. Graff • Kermir t. Hall • William L Joyce ·Anna K. Nelson 
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Informal Requests 

EaCh of the following informal requests was previously made to CIA. For future 
reference, they will be referred to by the Hfuformal Request" (IR) number provided 
below. 

CIA-IR-Ql Personnel Assigned to Post from 1959-64 (see RIF 104-10065-10199). 

This request is complete. 

CIA-IR-02 Location of Cable Identified in }FK 1993.07.20.10.18:29:650630. 

This request is complete . 

.... CIA-IR-o3 Full Computer Search for List of Documents in HTLINGUAL File. 

·CIA agreed to undertake a computer run for all HTLINGUAL documents in 
April1997~ To date, no response has been received by ARRB. All computer 
searches for these docwnents should be documented in a formal letter for the 
record. 

,.,.CTA JR nA·n· 'ti' f·A- 1 t. -~ ~~---~-:- · ~.,u1Sposl on:o -n.u:g e <m--,7·--·· 
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The Review Board seeks to ensure that it has taken all reasonable steps to 
account for any files that James Jesus Angleton possessed or controlled that 
related to the assassination and to Lee Harvey Oswald. Because of the perceived 
controversy surrounding the disposition of Angleton's files, the Review Board 
believes it prudent to obtain a dear understanding of the types of ffies that he 
maintained and their ultimate disposition. (The Review Board does not seek to 
explore any subjects in Angleton's ffies beyond those that may have pertained to 
the assassination.) To date, CIA has made available certain d~ents provided 
by the CIC and the case files for Mt:zngold v. CIA. The Review Board requests any 
additional information in the possession of CIA that would explain the · 
disposition of Angleton's files. 

In addition, the ARRB staff's review of the Mangold v. CIA files designated 
additional documents from those files as assassination records. These documents 
are: Tab D, documents Nos. 95,109-116,120, and 121; and from the Denied 

u., .... , ·• ,f~r\>,•·'•''•'·"' .. • .. · · 
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Documents file: documents Nos. 496,498, 499, 500, and 510. The Review Board 
is awaiting confirmation that these documents are at HRG for processing. 

CIA-IR-05 Possible Foreign Sourre for Records on Oswald. 
' 

CIA was informally requested to use its contacts to pursue certain records 
related to Oswald that were orally descn"bed to CIA. The Review Board 
understands that the CIA has taken steps to pursue these records. 

CIA-IR-06 QI<ENCHANT. 

The Review Board seeks information regarding the purpose of QI<ENCHANT 
and its connection with Clay Shaw, Howard Hunt, and Monroe Sullivan. · 

The Review Board was initially provided some information in regard to this. 
request that now appears to be incorrect. CIA is now seeking additional 

·information to correct or to clarify its previous answers. The Review Board seeks 
an immediate, full, and accurate formal response to this request. Once the formal 
statement is provided, this request will be complete. 

The ARRB staff has reviewed all records that CIA has been able to locate to date. 
Duririg the course of this review thitCIAf~t 
~~J~.fput8ti¢;:r to determiri.e 
·whether there-may be The 
Review Board seeks a 

* ).t" CIA-IR-08 Unredacted Copy of the "F~ily Jewels" Memoranda. 

ARRB has reviewed a redacted version of the "Family Jewels." A tional 
questions have been raised. At meeting between HRG, ARRB and the DCI/IRO 
on December 11,1997, specific redacted pages were identified for ARRB staff 
review. These pages should be made available as soon as possible. 
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Golitsyn." Rocca replied that he knew very little about the defector or 
his handling. 

Perplexed, Kalaris countered, ''Ray, you're the deputy in here. Jim 
stressed Golitsyn's importance to me yesterday." . 

Still no briefing. Kalaris concluded this was turning into a waste of 
valuable coffee-dririking time. 

"What can you tell me -about, Ray?" he asked patiently. 
"I can tell you all about The Trust," ~occa replied brightly. 
"But that all happened a half century ago," wailed Kalaris in de· 

spair. "I want to know what's happening now!" 
Rocca continually referred Kalaris to Angleton after each successive 

question. Finally, Kalaris acknowledged defeat and went for his cof-
fue. · 

· When Angleton eventually arriv~ for work, Kalaris asked him for 
an up-to·date situation report: current cases, operations, personnel 
problems, budgets, and so on. To his alarm; Angleton instead began to. 
talk again ai length about Golitsyn and his brilliant analysis of the 
international Communist threat. A great sense of deja vu descended on 
Kalaris. Angleton next launched a ferocious attack on Colby, bitterly 
complaining how Colby had destroyed the CIA's counterintelligence 
capability, and how he had taken the Israeli Account away. 

Angleton also specifically complained .that the Counterintelligence 
Staff had lost the right to vet DDO assets-the new sources being 
developed by the case officers in the field. As a former senior official 
in the clandestine service, Kalaris knew the answer to that one. The 
vetting process had become so inefficient under Angleton that it was 
taking up to six months to clear an operation. CIA officers trying to 
develop assets were seeing them slip from their grasp during the in
terminable wait for head office approval. Colby had turned over the 
vetting process to the CIA's Foreign Intelligence Staff, which had 
quickly revived it. 

At midday, Angleton took Kalaris to one of his celebrated ·liaison 
lunches at La Ni!;oise in Georgetown. The.waiters bowed and scraped 
on cue as Angleton entered the restaurant. The two men were ushered 
to Angleton's usual table, where a senior British liaison officer was 
already waiting. Angleton tossed down four huge martinis as he and 
his foreign guest, to the deliberate and humiliating exclusion of 
Kalaris, proceeded to talk in code about several active cases of which 
the new chief as yet knew nothing .. 

r, On their return to Langley. a stack of cables a:waited Angleton in his I 

' office (now officially Kalaris's office, though he had temporarily taken 
a smaller adjacent room as he waited politely for Angleton to leave) .. 

·· Had Jim read any of these cables, Kalaris asked. "No," answered: 

UACKWARUS IN Till! MIHHOH I .127 

Angleton bluntly. "Well, I guess I better start reading them," said 
Kalarisheavily. He turned to Angleton's (now his) secretary (the loyal 
Bertha Dasenburg bad retired several years earlier) and instructed her 
to ensure that all future cable traffic come to him first. The secretary 
looked at Angleton and winced. Kalaris made a mental note to dis
pense with her services as soon as possible. 
· As Kalaris went on to assemble his own deputies and they began to 

consolidate their arrival, the time for game. playing with the ancien 
regime finally came to an end. Kalaris was becoming increasingly 
anxious to find out what had actually been going on inside the staff. 

First, his new team attacked the Fort Knox array of safes and vaults. 
Expeditionary forces led by intrepid junior officers found entire sets of 
vaults and sealed rooms scattered aU around the second and third floors 
of CIA headquarters. 

Even before these safes were opened, one team (literally searching 
on its hands and knees) had discovered a packet of some forty-five 
letters which had slipped behind a safe and lain there unopened for five 
years. This political time bomb was placed unceremoniously on 
Kalaris's desk. Gingerly, he poked the pile and established that this 
mail was an infinitesimal part from the take of HT-LINGUAL, which had 
simply gotten lost inside Angleton's domain. These letters had been 
sent by Soviet citizens and Americans visiting the USSR to people in 
the United States. All of the addressees were friends or relatives, rather 
than spies and traitors. 

Kalaris contemplated the pile with anguish. He knew full well that 
it was a federal offe·nse for him even to have the letters in his posses
sion, let alone open them or, pod forbid, destroy them. The pile ticked 
menacingly in his in-tray for several days as he devised a plan for what 
to do. This was the post-Watergate r.eform era. He and the CIA needed 
another scandal like rowboats need hurricanes. 5 

Kalaris eventually untied the Gordian knot by using a series of 
untraceable cut.outs to have the letters dumped on an earnest young 
Capitol Hill staffer who was preparing evidence for congressional hear
ings on Operations CHAOS and. HT·LINGUAL. The CIA's involvement 
was suitably obscured. (The letters were eventually forwarded to the 
addressees with an apology, although there was no clue provided for 
the puzzled recipients as to why the.U.S. maifhad taken five full years 
~o deliver them.) 

As the Kalaris commandos pressed forward, they·came across safes 
which had not been opened for ten years. No one on Angleton's 
remaining staff knew what was in them. Worse, no one had the com
binations anymore. In one case, Kalaris was forced to call in the CIA's 
Office of Security, which sent over a crack team of safebusters to drill 
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open the door. The entire safe-checking operation took sevei:al weeks 
to complete, since there were more than forty safes involved, each 
weig~ing about 1 , 000 pounds. The. final stages of each opening were 
accompanied by a breathless hush, as a trained counterintelligence 
officer withdrew the contents. i 

The audience cheered when, inside one stubborn safe, they ex
tracted a primitive African bow and arrow (it had come from South 
Africa). In others they 'found tapes, photographs, and "bizarre things 
of which I shall never ever speak''-. · as Kalaris later muttered myste
riously to his team. . 

There was one enormous safe--everyone called it the ''Grandpa'' 
safe--which was located in a storage room down the hall from the 
main Counterintelligence Staff'offices. The troops reckoned that this 
huge contraption with five file drawers inside had come from Angle
ton's own office. When an Office of Secl.lrity safecracker finally opened 
it, they found it crammed with Angle~on's own most super-sensitive 
files, memoranda, notes, and letters. Among these papers were files 
from the Sir Roger Hollis and Graham Mitchell investigations. There 
were also files on journalists, including a number of reporters who had 
worked in Moscow. 

To the surprise of the new team, they discovered that Angleton had 
not entered· any of the official documents from these safes into the 
CIA's central filing system. Nothing had been filed, recorded, or sent 
to the secretariat. It would take a team of highly trained specialists 
another three full years just to sort, classify. file,. and Jog the material 
into the CIA system. 6 . 

Angleton left behind three main vaults on which the Kalaris team 
focused their attention .. Firstly, there was his ovm front office vault, 
which contained executive office materia~s; files produced by Angle
ton, his secretary, or Rocca; and anything Angleton needed for further 
reference. Secondly, there was a vault holding the HT-LINGUAL files, 

. containing boxes filled with copies of letters intercepted from the mail
opening program. Thirdly, and most importantly, there was the sub
stantive vault of counterintelligence records, which contained some 
forty thousand files stored in endless racks of brown envelopes. In all, 
there were ten racks with double rows, each rack standing 8 feet high 
and some 40 feet long. As far as the new team could determine, a large 
number of these files were not at all relevant to proper counterintelli
gence functions and had no real value. They contained data on for
eigners, dead individuals (for historical purposes), former KGB and 
GRU officers, and U.S. politicians and legislative aides who had been 
in contact with Soviet bloc assets or the KGB. 7 

The files had been deliberately segregated for the private use of tile 

U /\ ...... J\ W 1\ 1'\ I .J t.'"t I I "'I I f: I llo lft.l I '' '' '\ ~ I' I el""' I 

Counterintelligence Staff, thus placing one of the most sensitive and 
delicate functions of the CIA beyond executive control. As these 

· records were restricted to the second fioor only, they were kept orga
nized and guarded by a staff officer posted at the vault every day. 
Access to the files was recorded in a logbook. Although the rest of the 
Directorate of Operations had been undertaking a crash program since 
1972 to computerize its archives, none of this counterintelligence data 
had been entered because Angleton did not believe in the technology, 
nor was he going to share information through terminals blinking his 
secrets throughout the building. 

In other words, Angleton had been quietly building an alternative 
CIA, subscribing only to his rules, beyond peer review or executive 

~ .. 
supervisiOn. 

Leonard McCoy waded through some four hundred of these name 
files before he concluded that the procedure was too time-consuming 
and exhausting for him to complete. He ordered his staff to finish the 
chore and to report to him on t,he merits of maintaining specific records. 
When they had finished the tedious work, they· advised McCoy to 
retain less than· one half of 1 percent of the total, or· no more than 
150-200 out of the 40,000. 

McCoy ordered these few sanctioned records to be placed into the 
central registry, and the remainder to be rechecked again page by page 
for relevant material. The discards were then to be burned. (It was to 
take years just to destroy all of these files. The process was still 
continuing when McCoy left the staff a full four years later, in 1978.) 
He also advised that neither Angleton nor Rocca should be told of the 
destruction of their files. 

Kalaris and McCoy then instituted a strict new policy for the cre
ation of a Counterintelligence Staff file. The primary criterion was that 
there had to be a "reasonable national security suspicion" before a file 
could be opened on any person. On Kalaris's watch, very few new files 
were opened.8 

When the Kalaris commandos reached Jay Lovestone's "JX Re
ports," the reviewers paused for breath and sat down to read them in 
loving detail. They contained a remarkable amount of high-class 
dinner-table gossip, including, by volume, approximately one foot of 
pages full of Washington chatter alone. The files confirmed that An
gleton had indeed routed much of this salacious tittle-tattle to the DCI' s 
office on the seventh floor. When the readers had finished their review, 
Kalaris phoned the chief of the DDO's Labor Division (the CIA sec
tion which should have been running the Lovestone operation all along) 
to reveal the existence of the. Lovestone connection and invite him to 
take over the whole "JX" filing system. (When this officer heard the 
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news, he loudly feigned a nervous breakdown. He had never been told 
that Lovestone was a regular CIA informant-cum-agent!) 

A flanking platoon of Kalaris aides was delayed for several weeks 
when they came across Rocca's famous Research and Analysis files on 
The Trust and the old. wartime Rote Kapelle. (They discovered·no less 
than forty .separate studies on The Trust alone.) Beyond those half
century-old insights, they found files researching yet another decades-

. old caper: a World War· ll operation involving Soviet deception of the 
Nazis in the Caucasus. Kalaris was unable to comprehend their rele-
vance to the real world of 1975. . 

Kalaris and McCoy personally led the elite force that stormed the 
inner sanctum: the super-secret Special Investigation Group's office 
and vault. Despite all of Angleton's gloomy briefings, they found not 
one single shred of hard evidence in the hundreds of SIG files that 
proved any of the accusations against any of the HONBTOL or other 
molehunt suspects. The SIG had been the engine behind Angleton, 
Golitsyn, and the Fundamentalists, a perpetual generator grinding out 
the wattage for a bleak scenario in which Soviet agents were taking 
over key men hi key positions throughout the globe. Yet the entire 
raison d' etre of the SIG turned out to be so much documentary fantasy. 
Time and again, in file after file, the two men found only newspaper 
clippings, elevated gossip, chatty memoranda with waspish handwrit
ten notes added,. and unsubstantiated allegations. 

Kalaris read through the two key British files, on Harold Wilson · 
( OATSHEAF) and Sir Roger Hollis; there was nothing substantive in 
either of them. He perused the large file on Averell Harriman and 
smaller ones on Armand Hammer and Henry Kissinger (contrary to Ed 
Petty's belief that the latter didn't exist). 9 The new Counterintelligence 
chief was so ashamed at the unacceptable quality of the intelligence he 
uncovered that he ha of the most egregious examples 
destroyed as soon as 

A simultaneous priority for the hard-pressed Kalaris was dealing 
with what came to be known as "the Golitsyn factor." Angleton was 
insistent from the outset that Kalaris should inherit his prized Soviet 
defector and should treat Golitsyn with proper reverence and defer
ence. Kalaris was less than enthusiastic. He already knew more than he 
wanted to know about the former KGB officer and his bizarre theories, 
and did not subscribe to the view that Golitsyn came with the Coun
terintelligence Staff's furniture. 

Angleton, however, pressed his successor to attend a get-acquainted 
dinner with Golitsyn at an Italian restaurant in nearby Alexandria in 
late January 1975. Scotty Miler, who was still officially Golitsyn's 
case officer, came along too. As usual, the occasion began with a great 

. BACKWARDS IN THE MIRROR I 
deal of drinking. In between toasts, Golitsyn offered to enlighten 
new Counterintelligence chief with all of his views about the Rus 
intelligence services. Angleton nodded enthusiastically, while Kal 
gritted his teeth and reached for his cigarettes. 

After being bombarded by dozens of unfamiliar names and ic 
that didn't seem to make any sense, the pragmatic Counterintellige 
chief began to wonder whether he and Golitsyn were inhabitants of 
same planet. There seemed to be some sort of galactic gap between 
gruff Ukrainian's allegations and the reality of the intelligence w1 
that Kalaris had moved in for more than twenty years. 

To add to Kalaris's discomfort, Angleton and Miler kept nodd 
~ their heads in vigorous agreement with every new point Golitsyn ' 

making. "See, Geprge," they would repeat, as the defector hung 
one more unsupported conclusion on a trembling line of unchecl 
evidence. Throughout the spaghetti, scampi, wine, and Scotch, Kah 
simply couldn't understand what Golitsyn was talking about. I1 
respectful way, he tried to explain this to Angleton, but he sensed t 

his message was not gettirig ·through. 
Kalaris left the dinner with relief, only to be ambushed by 

Fundamentalists again a month later, when they insisted that he m 
Golitsyn once more-this time in one of the CIA's favorite hotels, 
Key. Bridge. Marriott at nearby Rosslyn Circle. It was an afternc 
session, with Angleton and Miler again attending. Golitsyn talked a 
talked, and Kalaris again found it quite impossible to comprehend t 

briefing. As the three CIA men were leaving the hotel, Kalaris tum 
to Miler and told him, "This is the last time I intend to meet Golits) 
I don't understand him pr anything about him .. I cannot and will r 
waste my time like this. In the future, ifGolitsyn has something fort 
staff, I will send someone else -to deal with him." 11 

"You can't do that!" a horrified Miler replied. "Golitsyn is ve 
important and he has always dealt only with the top men." 

Angleton supported Miler. "You've got to try hard with Anatoliy 
he advised Kalaris. "These things can take years." 

Kalaris relented and reluctantly agreed to a third meeting a few da ~. 
later. Another lunch, more wine, more of Golitsyn's ponderous Je 
turing. Kalaris, eyes glazing, tried his best to show .interest arid rem a 
calm. But when Golitsyn started talking about the "alleged" Sin 
Soviet split, Kalaris exploded. • • Are you telling me that what we ha' 
been seeing over there for fifteen years is not real?" he thundere• 

"You.don't understand, you don't understand," grumbled the S1 
. viet defector. 12 

When Kalaris returned to his office, he summoned one of his truste 
officers, Ernest Tsikerdanos. ''I've decided to give you an assig1 
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interview with TM, June 12, 1989. In February 1974, Hersh had learned 
about the CIA's top secret, $500 million Glomar Explorer project to retrieve 
a sunken Soviet submarine off the bottom of the Pacific OCean-and he hada 
withheld publication on national security grounds. 

31. William Colby strongly denies that he leaked any information to Sey
mour Hersh or that he had planned in advance to use the Times story to get rid 
of Angleton. "That~s a lot of bull," Colby ·says. "I suspect Hersh got the 
information from several sources. If you look at his story, you can see he put 
it together. I would have handled Hersh the same way if Angleton were not 
around." William Colby, interview with TM, J\me 12, 1989. 

Hersh states simply, "Colby was not the source for my story." Seymore 
Hersh, interview with TM, June 20, 1989. 

32. William Colby, interview with TM, June 12, 1989. 

33. As DCI, Colby was fully authorized to fire Angleton at his own 
discretion without appeal or outside review. For security reasons, the CIA was 
the only U.S. federal agency that permitted its director to take such unilateral 
action and bypass normal civil service regulations. The CIA's 1947 charter 
stated that the DCI may in his discretion, terminate the employment of any 
officer or employee of the agency whenever he shall deem such termination 
necessary or advisable in the interests of the United States. Confidential 
interview. 

34. Donald Moore, interview with JG, December 6, 1988. 

35. Peter Wright, interview with TM, February 22, 1989. 

36. Seymour Hersh, interview with TM, June 20, 1989. 

37. ABC-TV News, untransmitted footage, held in a commercial film 
library in New York City and viewed in June 1990. 

38. David Atlee Phillips, The Night Watch (New York: Atheneum, 1977), 
pp. 264-66; David Phillips, interview with TM, May 1, 1988. Phillips con
firmed this anecdote from his book before he died in July 1988. 

39. Wright, Spycatcher, p. 377. 

40. James Angleton, letter to Marcel Chalet, February 28, 1975. 

41. Cicely Angleton, interview with TM, May 30, 1988. 

42. Peter Wright, interview with TM, February 22, 1989. 

43. William Hood, on the other hand, offered to continue temporarily, 
singe he felt he could make a contribution to the reformed Counterintelligence 
Staff. · · 

· 44. Newton Miler, interview with TM, February 13, 1989. 

\ 
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46. Leonard McCoy, interview with TM, June 8, 1988. 

47. Ibid. 

CHAPTER 22 

L Quoted in the New York Times, December 25, 1974, p. 1. 

2. Confidential interview. 

3. William Colby, interview with TM, June 12, 1989. 

4. The non-attributable quotations in this chapter have been collected 
from friends and colleagues of the primary sources--and have been carefully 
cross-checked. 

5. Confidential interview. 

6. Confidential interview. 

7. Confidential interview. 

8. · Confidential interview. 

9. Henry Kissinger, interview with TM, June 15, 1989. Henry Kissinger 
has told TM that he is unaware of the existence of any file on him from the 
Counterintelligence Staff. 

10. As each of these files was destroyed, a complete record was carefully 
maintained about what had been. done .. Kalaris sign.ed off on every file and the 
DCI's office was n'otified. Confidential interview. 

11. Confidential interview. 

12. Confidential interview. 

13. Confidential interview. 

14 .. Cordelia Hood, interview with TM, August 26, 1989; confidential 
interviews. 

lS. The CIA announced the results of Tweedy's investigation and distrib
uted a condensed version of his final report to the delegates at the next CAZAB 

meeting at Camp Peary, Virginia. Confidential interview. 

16. Confidential interview. 

17. ·Newton Miler, interview with TM, February 14, 1989. 

18. Leonard McCoy, interview with. TM, June l, 1988, and interview 
with JG, June IS, 1988. 
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24 June 1996 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Fred Wickham 

FROM: Barry Harrelson 

SUBJECT: ARRB Request re Angelton and Scott· 

1. Jeremy Gunn, ARRB staff, has requested (via 
telephone) access to the following files/documents: 

a. Winston Scott documents, including the entire 
manuscript .It Came to Little, and personal effects seized on 
Winston Scott's death; 

b. files of James Angelton boused in the CI 
vault. 

2. As handled the recent FOIA 
litigation b cott (Win's son} for all 
documents on has copies of documents 

sive Gunn's first request in her office. I have 
s en with n , and we agree that, with your concurrence, 
t e best course of action would be to have Gunn view the 
Scott documents and manuscript at OGC. You should be aware 
that during the course of that litigation, searches were 
conducted to locate personal effects seized by CIA upon 
Scott's death. Those effects were never located, but a 
destruction record that seems to refer to these personal 
effects was located and provided to OGC. Gunn would need 

.access to .that destruction record as well. 

3. The second request of Gunn also was an issue in 
the Scott FOIA litigation. At that time the DO told IP&CRD 
that all Ang~lton documents were sorted through in the 1970s 
and that a separate CI Angelton holding no longer exist. 
Official files were incorporated into DO record system and 
material not deemed to be official records were destroyed. 
To the· 'extent that any destruction records exist on 

elton's records, Jeremy would like to see these as well. 
,c-r--.__.,,--.., 

1 and I suggest that the DO search for any such 
destruction records and forward them to.OGC. In this way, 
Jeremy can view them at the same time he views the Scott 
documents. 

4. Jeremy has agreed that if CIA allows him to view 
the above records 11 informally 11 and he finds nothing that 
relates to the assassination, then he will not make an 
"official request" for these records. Of course, any 
records he believes to be relevant, he will have to make an 
official request and they will then become part of the JFK 
Collection. 

ADMINISTRATIVE - INTERNAL USE ONLY 
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.. . 
5. Please let me know if you have any problems with 

the above proposal. Feel free to phone me (30292) or Linda 
(76124) if you have any questions or concerns. 

Barry Harrelson ( '._,--_; 

cc: 

·2 

ADMINISTRATIVE - INTERNAL USE ONLY 

I 
( 

/ 
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ment. Somewhere in the CIA, and perhaps elsewhere in the U.S. 
government, at least one mole was digging in, and this unbelievably 
bright and complicated man wanted him trapped. 
·. Within the CIA, everyone realized how tough Angleton's job was. 
Hank Knoche recalls Angleton's outlook: "Angleton had a special 
view of the world . . . colored very much by the responsibilities he 
had as chief of the CI staff, [a position he had held] for years and 
years. You almost have to be 100 percent paranoid to do thatjob. You 
always have to fear the worst. You always have to assume the worst 
of your enemies. You always have to assume, without necessarily 
having the proof in your hands, that your own organization has been 
penetrated and that there's a mole around somewhere. And it creates 
this terrible distrustful attitude." 

Angleton's power exceeded by far the responsibilities of his job at 
the CIA. Although he never had more than 120 people working for 
him, he became a feared and revered legend. CIA employees would 
point Angleton out in the hallway, only to discover years later that 
they had pointed to the wrong man. He cast a giant shadow across the 
entire CIA, and yet few people ever worked with him. His search for 
the mole was spurred on by the warnings of one defector. Angleton 
had become almost bewitched by the conspiracies woven by a Soviet 
defector named Anatolyi Golitsyn. 

Golitsyn defected in Helsinki in late 1961. Characterized by those 
who had to deal with him as arrogant, nasty, and loaded with details 
of KGB operations around the world, Golitsyn was the only defector 
Angleton ever trusted. "With the single exception of Golitsyn, Angle
ton was inclined to assume that any defector or operational asset in 
place was controlled by the KGB," said Clare Edward Petty, who 
worked for Angleton.• But Angleton was so infatuated with this man 
that he lowered his carefully constructed guard, which had, in the past, 
always prevented him and his counterintelligence staff from being cap
tivated by defectors. 

Before and after Golitsyn, other defectors did not fare as well as he 
did. Michal Goleniewski-code naine SNIPER-the highest-ranking 
Polish agent ever to defect to the West, had so worn out his welcome 
by the early 1970s that no one from the CIA even remained in touch 
with him. According to Petty, Angleton considered Goleniewski a 
provocation, a Soviet agent sent to the West with carefully prepared 
false information. He was not to be trusted. But from the time he 
defected in West Berlin in 1960 with 'his mistress, his information 

:proved to be reliable. He had warned the West of a Soviet mole-a 
•'•midlevel agent," and his warnings were ignored. The mole was the 
infamous British agent George Blake, who turned out to have been 

·working for the KGB. 
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In 1970 the British contacted Petty and told him that they needed (o 
1 

speak to Goleniewski about an investigation they were conducting into 
---~~l:lel Ha~ley, a senior official in MIS. Petty ex

pia the CIA had broken off its relationship with Goleniewski, 
but the FBI in New York kept in contact with him. Months later the 
British called Petty to tell him how extraordinarily helpful Goleniewski 

-; had been. Then they dropped a bombshell. As an aside to Goleniew-
' ~!:Y..?Stati~_g_ ~c.cu.sa~ions about Hanley, he charged tha·t Nixon's 

National Security Adviser-Henry Kissinger-was a Soviet agent. 
Petty was told by the British that Goleniewsk1 had-aii .. offlce. ma-te who 
had previously run operations for the Soviets in East Germany during 
the last few years of World War II and after the war. This agent 
handler had run some very sensitive cases, and he had a safe. When 
the agent handler died, Goleniewski was commissioned by the U B 
(Polish intelligence) to open up his safe and read the contents and 
inventory them. It was during this inventory that Goleniewski ran 
across a case of two Soviet agents run by his deceased colleague. 
According to Petty, Goleniewski .said both of them had cryptonyms, 
exact information as to when they had been recruited. and a case file 
of what they had done. Goleniewski identified one as Henry Kissinger. 
He said that Kissinger had been returned to the United States and had 
been contacted subsequent to his return to continue his work for the 
Soviets in the United States. 

Goleniewski knew that Kissinger had been put to work on a CIA 
project at Harvard. Petty and his colleagues were reasonably certain 
that Goleniewski could have come up with most of his information 
from open sources, but not the 'part about Kissinger's CIA connec
tions. That had been secret. In 1971, Angleton's staff reluctantly began 
an investigation of Kissinger. They had no choice, according to Petty: 
"Despite the fact that Goleniewski had been widely discredited as 
being mentally deranged or perhaps a Soviet agent, the specificity of 
his lead was comparable to that [which was] characteristic of his best 
work, and could in no way be ignored," Petty said. 

The CI division began using all its sources to pull together a dossier 
on the flamboyant and egotistical National Security Adviser. In the 
opinion of the counterintelligence officials at the CIA, Kissinger 
treated them as bothersome meddlers when they requested that he 
follow normal security precautions in dealing with the Soviets. 

Petty gave Angleton a memo on the charges. But instead of notifying 
the FBI and ordering an investigation, Angleton, according to Petty, 
"sat on it." Although the British had vouched for Goleniewski, some 
at the CIA thought the defector was mentally unstable, and that his 
insistence that he was related to the Tsar was symptomatiC. Angleton 
told the British, through one ofMI5's assistant directors, Peter Wright. 

.I' 
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Soviet Foreign Ministry. Ogorodnik was eventually transferred back 
to Moscow to work at the Foreign Ministry, in the Global Affairs 
Section. 

Ogorodnik was not a believer in American democracy, but he did 
believe in capitalism. He sold out the Soviet government for several 
large payments in gold. The CIA's Soviet Division gave Ogorodnik the 
code name TRIGON. For two years a wealth of material-much of it 
gossip involving key personalities in the Soviet Foreign Service
emerged from TRIGON. But the handling of this source was neither 
careful nor skillful. Use of standard tradecraft in Moscow, such as 
dead drops, was considered both dangerous and potentially embarrass
ing. The KGB is so overstaffed that putting full surveillance on all CIA 
people in Moscow is standard practice. The compromise of Martha 
Peterson was fairly predictable, considering the risks of working in the 
Soviet Union. · 

Once Peterson was arrested, the CIA considered TRIGON compro
·mised. It was clear to McCoy that Peterson had been set up for her 
arrest at the drop site. What the CIA did not know was how long the 
KGB had been onto TRIGON, or how they had got onto TRIGON in the 
first place. Another thing the CIA had to know was if the KGB had 
forced TRIGON to start feeding back phony material, and if so, when. 
Almost immediately, Leonard McCoy, who had been a reports officer 
on so many similar cases, would now look at the TRIGON case as a 
counterintelligence officer. Since early 1975, McCoy had been the 
number-two man to George Kalaris, who had replaced James Angle
ton. Neither Kalaris nor McCoy had any real experience in counter
intelligence when they took over from the renowned spymaster. And 
in the ensuing years, they did little to impress many counterintelli
gence veterans or the FBI. But, as discussed later in this book, the 
biggest body blow to Kalaris and McCoy was the bizarre management 
of the Nick Shadrin case. 37 · 

By 1977, when Martha Peterson Was arrested, McCoy's reputation 
as a counterintelligence expert was suffering badly. McCoy says that 
CIA Director Adm. Stansfield Turner gave him only two weeks to find 
out how TRIGON was compromised. In an attempt to find out what had 
happened that caused the Peterson arrest and the subsequent execu
tion by the KGB of TRIGON, McCoy found himself in a political mine 
field. For a brief time, McCoy suspected that Dr. Henry Kissinger may 

• have played a role in the compromise of_TRIGON. One piece of intelli
gence that came McCoy's way was a bizarre NSA intercept from the 
S0viet Embassy in Washington in April 1977. The cable was sent by 
Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin to the Foreign Ministry in Moscow. It 
referred to advice Henry Kissinger had given Dobrynin on how to deal 
with the new Carter administration in the ongoing SALT II negotia-
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tions. For McCoy, the cable was a shocking document. The idea that 
a former Secretary of State and National Security Adviser would meet 
alone, as a private citizen, with ~he, Soviet' Ambassador to discuss 
negotiating techniques seemed almost beyond .belief to McCoy. 

The cable gave credence to an oid file McCoy had inherited when 
he moved into CI-the file of the original investigation and supporting 
documents looking into Kissinger's, loyalty that grew out of Michal 
Goleniewski's charges in 1969. What made matters worse was that 
Angleton's old office files also reflected long meetings Kissinger and 
Dobrynin had had alone during the Nixon years. Angleton noted that 
Kissinger had refused to be debriefed after those meetings. All McCoy 
knew was that Kissinger had displayed a questionable pattern of be
havior. Now a key source in the Soviet Foreign Ministry had been 
lost, and it was a source that Kissinger was in a position to identify to 
the Soviets. 
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SECOND DRAFT 3/6/97 [arrbci.do2] 
NOTES BY TJG FOR ASSASSINATION RECORDS REVIEW BOARD 
JANUARY 15, 1997 

Cleveland Cram 
Untitled (History of the old CI staff) (beginning to dismissal of Angleton) 
IT Volumes (c.1981) 
1063pages 

The Post-Angleton CI Staff 
2 volumes Ouly, 1993) 

The ARRB requested access to any and all internal CIA histories of the CI staff for the 
purpose of determining whether they contain any information that would be useful for 
understand_ing the assassination of President Kennedy, including for example, the 
activities of Lee Harvey Oswald, the structure of CI with respect to the components of 
the office that had responsibility for handling Oswald's file at different times 
(particularly CI/SIG), and any aspect of HTLINGUAL related to Oswald. Because the 
Agency keeps these histories closely held, it was believed that they are relatively more 
likely to be candid assessments of CI and its activities than one might obtain from more 
widely circulate documents. 

I was provided complete access to the entire 11 volumes of an untitled history of the old 
CI staff (hereafter Old CI Staff). The Old CI Staff covers counterintelligence at CIA from 
its origins to the departure of James Jesus Angleton. The histories appear as typed 
legal-size pages in green, cardboard folders. The first volume is hand dated (1981) and 
is signed "Cleveland Cram." I was also provided complete access to a second history of 
counterintelligence, the Post-Angleton CI Staff (hereafter Post-Angleton) which starts with 
the departUre of Angleton and continues to the conversion of the CI Staff into the CI 
Center in the spring of 1988. 

By all appearances, the histories appear to be relatively candid assessments of CI Staff 
activities. I was able to identify information that illuminated some of the issues of 
concern, and those will be outlined below. I identified no information that would lead 
to any significant reevaluation of the role of CI in issues related to Oswald or to the 
assassination. For the purpose of understanding the assassination of the President or 
the other issues that come within the scope of the Review Board's mandate-- other than 
the information identified below - I do not believe that the histories themselves, nor 
copies of any of the pages of the histories, would provide any significant useful 
additional information that would enhance the understanding of the assassination and I 
see no need for any further information to be released from the histories. [It is my 
preliminary judgment that the page numbers highlighted below should be copied 
and attached to this memorandum so that they can be made public.] 
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The information contained in the histories consists largely of case studies of important 
counterintelligence activities. As ~ rule, the histories do not describe the structure of the 
CI offices, the personnel, the filing system, or operations generally -- although 
discussion of some of these issues arises. The principal sources used by the authors 
consisted of documents from the CI Staff and interviews with officers. There are 
relatively few footnotes dn the citations are, accordingly, quite thin. There are, for 
example, only 8 footnotes in volume 1 of the Old CI Staff history, which themselves are 
sketchy. 

~Old CI Staff 

1. The introduction to the Old CI Staff refers to an earlier CI history that was 
written by a person who was provided only limited access to Angleton and the 
files. The author, accordingly, found the history to be unhelpful for 
understanding sensitive CI activities. (Old CI Staff, pp. 1-2).There are references 
to two additional documents that should be requested: The Bronson Tweedy 
[w /Goleniewski?] study on Golitsyn (1975) and the John Hart study on Nosenko 
(called 11The Monster Plot"). (Charles Battaglia, Staff Director of the SSCI, told 
me that the ARRB should request The Monster Plot for review under the JFK 
Act.) 

2. There is a reference to a 1959 IG survey of CI which should be requested for 
review. (See e.g., Old CI Staff, pp. 47 ,56) 

3. The 1959 IG analysis stated that, within the CI staff, "96 were professionals, 75 
clerical and four staff agents. The Staff also had one Headquarters contract 
agent, and several agents under projects." (Old CI Staff, p. 48) 

4. There is a discussion of the Special Investigations Unit (circa 1959) and 
IITLINGUAL. Copies of pages 49-51, and 55, which describe the SIU and 
IITLINGUAL, should be evaluated to determine whether they contribute to 
understanding of relevant issues. 

5. Angleton was on sick leave from the agency from May, 1960 to 12 January 
1961. During Angleton's absence, [S. Herman Horton] was Acting Chief and 
James Hunt was Acting Deputy Chief. Hunt subsequently became the regular 
deputy and served until1969. (Old CI Staff, p. 58) 

6. Routine liaison with FBI was conducted by J~e-:I{omant'from the late 1940s 
onward .... " (Old CI Staff, p. 70). Sensitive matters. were handled, however, by . 
Angleton or Hunt (Old CI Staff, p. 70) although this practice "did not develop 
until the early 1960s after the defection of Golitsyn ..... " (Old CI Staff, p. 71). 

7. The activities of Cl/SIG are described on pp. 144-45. The sources cited in the 
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Old CI Staff are the 1955 and 1973 descriptions of its activities. It should be 
decided whether these two pages should be copied for attachment to this memo. 

· I did not find that the references to Nosenko provided additional information that 
enhances the historical understanding of the assassination. Mr. Angleton's testimony to 
the Church Committee is much more illuminating in that regard. 

The Post-Angleton history, although covering the period after Oswald and the 
assassination, discusses the issues of the disposition of the files of James Jesus Angleton 
and a few other matters. Because of the speculation about the contents of the files, 
discussions of their disposition would seem to be relevant. The pertinent points are as 
follows: 

Post Angleton, Volume I: 

1. The volume describes the CI staff, at the departure of Angleton, as being 
. seriously disorganized and as being intellectually detached from the work of the 
rest of the agency. (Post-Angleton, p. I:6-8.) 

2. The Angleton office files were voluminous and in disarray at the time of his 
departure from the Agency. It may be appropriate to make copies of pp.I:8 Oast 
paragraph) up to the last paragraph on p. 14, 53-57 to illustrate this. 

3. [F]iles were found on the assassinations of President John F. Kennedy and his 
brother Robert F. Kennedy. These included autopsy pictures of the remains of 
Robert Kennedy. Although Nosenko's account of the KGB's involvements with 
Lee Harvey Oswald and his denial that the KGB had anything to do with the 
murder of John Kennedy might reasonably explain an Angleton interest in the 
John Kennedy assassination, neither Kalaris nor Blee, with whom Kalaris 
consulted on this bizarre finding, had any idea why Angleton had the pictures. 
Neither could they think of any reason why it was appropriate for CI Staff files to 
contain them. They were accordingly destroyed." (Post-Angleton, p. 1:11). I 
subsequently spoke with the author, who told me that he had spoken to Kalaris 
and Blee about this, and neither man could remember anything in the files except 
the Robert Kennedy photographs and some newspaper clippings. 

4. The files revealed evidence that Angleton conducted "counterintelligence 
[operations or activities?] abroad as Chief of the CI Staff in the way in which the 
local station would be effectively cut out and command channel and 
communications would run direct to counterintelligence headquarters in 
Washington." (Post-Angleton, p: 1:22.) (sic). I interpret these words to say the 
following: Angleton conducted counterintelligence operations [activities?] 
abroad as Chief of the CI Staff in such a way that local stations would be 
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effectively cut out; command channel and communications would run directly to 
counterintelligence headquarters in Washington. [Gunn would like tore-review 
this page to make sure that he has quoted from it correctly.] 

5. The author cites two examples where Angleton ran liaison with friendly 
governments without the local station chiefs being specifically aware of 
Angleton's activities. The station chiefs found this "frustrating." (Post-Angleton, 
pp. 1: 25-26). 

6. (Circa 1976) "[H]andling [FOIA requests for information concerning Lee 
Harvey Oswald] required the creation of a task force of 13 operations officers 
and analysts, plus clerical personnel, and their full-time efforts for over a 
month." (Post-Angleton, p. 1:67.) 

7. Discussion of activities of part of CI staff circa 1976: "Double Agent Branch-
was charged with the conduct of and coordination o double agent operations 
abroad. Since the vast majority of DA cases were run by the US military services, 
the FBI, or - in some instances - foreign-liaison services, the branch was very 
heavily a coordinator rather than active runner of operations." (Post-Angleton, p. 
1:71). 

8. The author refers to an August 1976 IG report sometimes called the Freer 
report. It analyzes Angleton's stewardship over CI compared to that of Kalaris. 
It discusses how Angleton ran CI. We should review this report. [It is cited in 
Mangold, Cold Warrior. at 316.] 

Post-Angle_ton, Volume IT: 

The only significant reference in the second volume pertains to the final completion of 
the review of the Angleton files. (Post-Angleton, p. II:114.) 

e\ci 
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A;SSASSINATIONRBCORD~ REVIEW BOARD 

Oi11UB.118.1'Y u. 1997. ~ Comba and .Jeremy 0wm from the ARRB Staff~ themes 
ot Winston M.cK.IDley Sc:ritt at dA ~in Langley, VirgtnJa. The 0cnm1 Cowlsel's cffic:c 
mted that that the fttes ~for ciu 6umfnatlcm are the ~comptete" files known. to the CIA em Scott 

The documents total appro~ 6 inches, and include: 

(1) A~ entitled "''t clmc to Littlo. .. by Ian Muwdl (pscud.). w~ contains 221 ' : ..... ,•' ·. .. ,. "'no 

(unpagi~ forWard). It revcm that 80IWI true 
With.O\tt the consent afthe Poncw named. The mthor 
reipec:t fM: Mr. IohnEdgar Hoover, Director, F'cdeml 

. OSSIX-l; and padcmarly. ~ 

'I'M au.tbor ~'den to 
'worb'dtofi.htU. tint~ 

~ Cc'meto nulc... c!pag~natec~ torwUd> 
. i . . 

that,~ any idemiftabl.e rerc:rc:nee to the anusin&Wm,af'President 
· ·· · the dnie Lee HuWy OIW11d was alleged.to have 

\bepub&. . 

1. Barry Harrelson from the euo Mlehae1 Scotty., CIA. CA 
nc atilohcd doc:unuma contlin docu.m.enU rdc:ased in full 

. . · of the JPX Conectfon. v 
need~ taken. m..liot. they 

to 1lC ·Coplei ottho ~rue mW'm Scott All ofthA;d.oeuments 
· · e.sWsiiW.lem rc:c:ords are tne1nded ()u(.n:vicw 

agSBgslniWonrece.·thc folloWing~ was 

-Tho records disclose that during World War II. while in the employ of the FBI. Scott worked in 
"connection with espklna8'c and iri.Dlwerstve ic:tiYities" and in "countei'esplonage" while bued,in Havana. 

. -.~·.dated 1~169. rdCn to the.poalbillty that CIA might attempt to recruit Scott for 
the "CivUiln .Reserie Pioiriun (HR. 20-1:5) follo#ing his retirement ftam the agcnc:Y. 

-On May 6. 1969, Scott_ wu recommended for a Distinguished Intelligence Medal by William 
V. Broe. whO wu then Chief of'WH. Tb£: recommendation in.cludea the' following statement: 

.. ¥f. Scott bu.U.t a large and highly c:ffcctive organization targeted against highest prlorlt:y 
national ~ty targetg; NUDely. the Soviet bloc: presence sauth of the border. Given the nature 
of' tho target. Mr. Scott molded his mt!on with a predomhwltly CI orientation until it has 
'bcc:Ome a blghly drec:tivo counterintelligence mcxhanism capable of covering Soviet Bloc: and 
CUban [~vitles] ... 

His Citation for the Distinguished Intclligence Medal includes the following statement: 
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"[Blow served brllliantly in Mexico :fer over twelve yeanr w~ ~ ~ ~ ho bu 
~· ~ ~~ macJ:dM-..1. f.nlo lmlwaric helping to guard oUf ~ 
~. Hfl_ltation hai J.q been a shotllieUe of technical intellltence methods u ~ u 
c)aalw~'" 

-'I'hc::re b . .no rc:am:l in tho file dW mggcst~. one way or the other. that Mr. Scott was ew.r 
tteatm for oi,&Wreied trom any mental ar emOtiOnal issue. . 

· f~JI.I:'t ~te3ldY part of the Jli'K eoUedlon, they 11hould be designated "wa.uilllatimt 
p~d uilder the JFKAd.. 

~Ail: 
Group. ~jed: 

:93: I Oct. , 1976 for Chief;, ;Security Analysis Group :fmm [xxx] in Seauir;y Amllysla 
B. F. AGBB BxpOauro of CIA Pencmnel (4 pp.) • 

..:VAR: DOc. 94:. dW:uaioaotChapter21 af'm!lmlscript 

.;-AR: Doc. 129; diSCUDlon of chapter 21 ot manusc::dpt 

;.... Ail: D~. 131~ di!cualon of~ Scott paper~ after hla death 

..liAR: Dac. 132:·. muo 

...:;,. All: Doc. 134 ;brief nseau.ge re: mamt!!!Cript 

T.iG wu.~ ~ R.ec:m~ Control Schedule that appears to do<:wnent the~ of som.o Win Scott \~ 
d~ .'Jbli·~.t:d should, pcrbap'l; be designated u 111UIIIiuullnitlon reecmL,. S..~ci~\ 

L, .... t\c.... 
~Dow-up: 

Vcidfication no other WS files . 
Pmc:eaAit. 
Which teCOlds ai'e already in colledion'l 
ARRB must ldP review uy Scott deatrmttloo ldaedutu. 
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2. 'J.'1B.em k II,~ m 111959 IG survey Cllf C,which lhcUld be mqUeltcd for~· (See, 
e.g .• Cmm '"• 56. . , 

3. '1.11e 1959 IG ao.alysis lt8:t.ed the~ tho a aft "'96 w.n pmteaiOJ!IIs, 7$ ~and 
1bur Qft'~. The Sdllso w·ono~ eomr1.ct a,ge.m. and IIOwD1 qmu under 
prqjeeta." (Ciam. 41). . . • • 

4. 'l1l.ere Ita disew~sl.on of~ Spec:W ~Jmi:mj~ Unit 

~whotlwthey~tO·~~~~~el· 

and B'lt..lNGUAL. 
'Bhouldilct.~m 

6. R.oudne IWscm with fBI 
CCmm.70)~. _ .. ·· ... '·. . _ 
~~~ .. did 110t &Ndop_ unm the 4WlV ~~6os 
7i). . . . . . . . ·"" .. 

1961. During 

mVi:d'Uiim i:P&~:c~j7'~q;utr 
kt.c .1'-.C.O.s onward ••• .'' 

70) althc13.gh 
...... (Cram. 

7. Th.e acti~es ofCVSIO am c!e~ ~ pp •.. t"-45. C:am's dted ~.arc 1955 and 
19'73 ddc;rlptiw ~ibl idiVhi~~ n·~b6'CieC!de! ~ ~ t\W ~ be copied 
tor attachment to t11u memo. · · 

I did mt find that the ret~ to Noscnko pl'O'IIide4 ~d.OM.l infoft.natiou that enlwlces the histmical 
~of the ~ticm. Mr. A:ngteton'a tesiimonj to the Church c.Ommittcc is mw::h mom 
illwniaming in that teglrd. . .. . 

~I==== l_histO.ry. al~ciup lifter the pcrlod. _Of Oswald and the usaasinatiOD, ~scusses.tbc .. iasues of the 
disposition Of' the. fiJ.el Of J'ames Jesus Angtcmn and a few ok matte.n~. B~ of.Uio apeculation about 
the contc:nts of tho files. dl~Cusdoiis of'the:iii d.iiiJOI.llicm.wq~ 4=m tO be ret~ ·nte pcrti.®nt points amufollo'Ws: .. · . . ' .... :.}tl, ....... < .. l','·•::c>'. 

11 ••• ~;~=·=· the CI staft at the d~ of Angleton. u 
1:1: iil~lydetac:Wtrom'tl\eworlc Ctt.bcqency~ r:--=--=__,-"' 

'------' 

l. The Angleton office tiles were voluminous ud m dimm.y at the time of his departure from 
the Agency. n . . . . Ofpp. 1:1 (lari pa.t"agnph) up Ul the last 
pmuaph on p. 14, !3..S7 10 illll5t.rllti( ·. ·· · · ' 

3. "[F]ilei were found on 1M auassinations ofPrc:sident John F. Keo.nedy and hia brother Robert 
F. Ke.l:mc:dy. 1'hcse included aut.opiypkturcs of the remains ofnm:.ert ~. Although 
Nosenko's acx:ount of the KGB"s inwlvement with Lee HaNey Oswald and his denial that the 
KGB had anyt.bing to do 'With the nuuder of Jolm Kennedy might reasonably explain an 
Angleton interest in the: John~ uws:mmon. neither Ka1a.rls nor Blee. with whom 
Kalarl111 consulted on thU bizarre finding. had any idea why .Angleton had the pic:rurea. Neither 
could tl~eythhlk o1r ~~ re=uol1L,:MJ!U!~ appropriate for CI Staff files m contain th.c:m. They 
were accordingly destroyed." p. I:U). I subsequently in~ who told me 

SECRET 
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~t .ht! had ipobn to Kalaris and Blce about. tbiJ. and Dcltlier man could rem.cmber,anythfng in 
tlie f&s CxcCpt the Rtlbert~ pho~grapbs. . . .. 

1. oisCuSS!on cit 
Witl{.tbe,C¥m1!ucf 

for mformatic:m. canc:enif.ng Uc B'.anrc::y Oswald) 
,, .... " .•. Ual~PlUI~~l. 

J:S7J 
.. . ·. 
. • • • \ •• :. .. . . • • • • • . 1 . ~ • . . . ' 

of a¢ c:U:ca 1976: "J?cmble Agent B1Ji!Ch- wu charged 
~Oiibte'lgent operdlciris ~ · Since the vast nlaJorlty 
.;.;.~;;,;..;.....· ..:i..- 1:!'D'I' .. , ··-..f.D. · • · ~~~:;;..;~ __ .r ...... r ...... · u.;.: 

acoi~.~~J:n.:;=~~~son 

B. (!onner~ to an August 1976 IG report sometimes call · .~ teport. It analyzes 
Angleton•l ~d&hip,ovc::r CI~a:.mp&rca to th.ato!Kalaril. ... ·· · bOW Angleton ran Cl. 
Weibonld-~~~-~ ·ptucltedin~ Olld·WanW. at316.] 

SECRET 
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SECRBT 

DRAFT NOTBS BY T1G,.,FORASSASSINATION!WCORDS RBVIBW BOARD 
JANUARY 15, U197../ 

tJiii~~(BiBlet,ozy~-;J af'tbe old Cl staff) (begbsnhlg:to dfsmlual of Angleton) 
U Vol~ (c. 1981) 

2 volumca (J'uty, J.!il!il3) 

acce.u to any and all intem8l CIA~ o!tbe CI mdffor the 
they .df6ntlhl any bxmrmatiml that wou14 be WICfW ~ 

P.4/8 

•at ~ tiDW (partlewuiy evstG>. w 
thO · · - · c;l~ly !leW. U wu bOJ.lowd that they are Rlat!Vely mere l~y tD be· 
aUidi.d Of CI and its &.d.lYitiCs than one m.tgltt obtidn from more widely drculate ~ 

I Wll provldecl complete~ to,tbe 
. . ., . ~ -·~~.;.· 

i!mvoiilme u hand dated (19&1) and 
mstoiy. I W8s alBo provided complete: . 
~the~ or Angleton lri:ad oont~N:xes 

the 
. :·! , _ ,_ • _ , _, ~ ~~ tnto_rmwon to bhelc:ued ,._, _ . __ ·. _ . . . .. _ ~ 
pre~tiiY JIUigmDit_dllt..dct~ · ielow slaou!J J• copld tm411tt~ to .'IIIIa 
~tm4MM BO t/elll d.ty Ctm . 

The information c:ontamcd in tM· hfstorles c:onmu la.rgdy of cue smdies of important ~ge.ncc 
lctivldes. As a ru1ct the hist.oriei do not~ the structure of the CI offices, the pe.rsomW._. the filing 
~ or ~ns gencmlty- attbou&li dlsauilon of some of these issues arises. The p~pal 
IO'II.mC::I 'WIOd by the authOrt consisted of dcicumwts :&om CI and interrieM with ~ TJwe are 
rdatlvely & f~ 104 tbc dtatlou lie. ac:c:ordingly, quito thin. Theie arc, for 6Xampk. oDly i 
fooinOtes m volww:: 1. which tb~ves I.R sketchy. The pOints that enhance the hiStorical 
1.l.lldmta.ndlni of the wasslnatioil ue: 

J.. The introduction to Cmm •s mstmy rcfetlll to an earllcr CI history that wu wrlwm. by a person 
who 'WU provided only Um.ited a.ci:ea to Angleton and the rues. The author of the first hiStory 
wu given. for example, no ·access to any CVSIG docu.ments. Cram. accordingly, found the 
hiStory to be unhelpful for understanding &eru~itive CI activities. (Cram. p. 1 ;.2). There arc 
references to two additional docwnents that should be requested: the Golelli.eMki. study on 
OOlitsyn (1975) and the John Hart study on Nosenko (called the ""Monster Plot .. ). (Charles 
Battaglia, Staff Director of the SSCX. told me that the ARRB should request the Monster Plot for 
review under the JFK Act) 
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1. 

1. 'rhete u a,rcf'erence to a 1959 IG swvey ¢ CI,whlc:h shoUld be requelted for~· (See,· 
e.g .• Cram 47> 56 · ' 

. 3. 'l1ie 1959 IG I.Wllysis .mted the within the CI ~ "96 were professionals. 15 derica1 and 
fOur ~taft' agents. The Sdatso had'Onc Headq~ ~ agerit. mil'~ ~nts under 
prqj~" (ctam. 48). . •• 

4. 'Ihe.re is a discussl.on of~ Spcci8l Invemgat{om. Unit (cltc:a i9 and I:t'I'UN;GUAL. 
Copies of pages 49-!1, and 55, which · . _. · · · · - . AL, mould ~.evaluated to 
del:etmhle whether they eontrlbute tO ·undersmnding ~ ~ti~Ci · · · 

5. Angleton wu on sl.ck leave from th.e • Hl60 w.l21a.mwy 19tH. During 
Angleton '• absenCe, S. Herman HortOn arid 1ame£ Hunt~ Acting Deputy 
Ch.Jef. Hunt lubleque.att~bb:mnbtlie rei;uiar deputy~lnd served'untilt9ii9~c6:am.~~8). 

·.. ·' '."' "'·"!· . 

6. Routine liaison with FBI was c:oriduefed by Ianc .Roman "frOm the late 1940s onward •••• " (Cmm. 70)~ ' . . " . ·' . ' . . . . . ... ·· . . . . ; . . . . 70) althoUgh 

~~in~ "'did IIOt deVelop_ until~ eadY 1!)608 the dd'ec:tion Of •••• " (Cram. 
11). . : . . . . ' . "'< . 

7. ~ activJ#es of CI/SIG are ~sa:s.'bed on pp.l«-:4!. Cram,'a cited~ are~ 1955 and 
1973 dekriptfoiu Qf its il.ct!Vlli~: It' ShOUld b'Cfdeelded whether~ tWo pages shQU,td be eopioo 
for attachment to this memo. · · · · · 

I did not find that the references to Nosenko provided additionS! information that enlwlces the historical 
undc:.mandi.ng of the Us.asS!nation. Mr. Angleton•• teStimony to the Chureh cOmmittee is riuich more 
illuminating in that tegl!.rd. . . . '• 

ne=JJ:Ustozy, although after the periOd of Oswald and the assassination, diso.wes thc.imxes of the 
dispo$ition Of the files Or I ames Jesus Angleton and a few other matters. :B&:a~e O:t'.the speculation about 
the contentS of the files, c:U8Cumonil OfthClr diSp()sllion would Seem tO be relevant/ The perti.l:!,ent paints 
are as :follows: · · · .. · ' ·. ,. .!:<• ... · ,.,.. '· f', · .. ·:· "·· ' '· 

I: 

ll .. J~~i?!lli= the CI staff. at the deputilre of Angleton. as being seriously unorganized 
ll iilteli.ectua.lly detached from.'the work Of the agency; · I:6-8:) 

l. The Angleton office tiles were voluminous and in disam.y at the time of his departure from 
the Agency. It may be · .. · . of pp. 1:8 (la.J~t paragraph) up to the tart 
paragraph on p. 14, 53.;57 tO illilruitr . ' 

3. "[F)iles were found on the a.uassina.tioru: ofP.resi.dent 1ohn F. Kennedy and his brother Robert 
F. Kennedy. 11lese included autopSy pid.urcs of the rema.iru: of Robert Kennedy. Although 
Nosc:nko's account of the KGB' s involvement with l£e Haxvey Oswald and his denial that the 
KGB had a.eyt.hl.ng to d.o "With the murder of John Kennedy might reasonably explain an 
Angleton interest in the John Kennedy assassination. neither Kala.rls nor Blee, with whom 
Kalarls consulted. on this bl.za.rre finding, had any idea why Angleton had the pictures. Neither 
· oould they think of any reason appropriate for CI Staff files to contain them. They 
were accordingly destroyed!' !:11). I subsequently in~ho told m.e 

SECRET 
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I 
/ 

~t .he had ipoken to Katuis and Blce lilh<)ut. thiJ. and ilcithu man oould I'~; anything In 
tlie fiks Cxcilpt tM ROOM~ pbo~kcaPhs. . . .. 

4. 1;'.he fUeg rcvoaled ~that Angleton ran "C:ountori11telligenoe [operations] as 
Cbier of the CI Staff iil the WD: til ~hich'tbe . . . . . . . ··.. . . . . 

.. .. . . . Y.. . . . . " .. . . • 
· · · · · · · wciiild nui.~ ta eou.nte~ beadqu.arters m . ... - . . .. . . : ..... 

. a way that lqail sfitioris 
eommunididons woUld run~ to 

S. two eXamPles where ~n n.n liaison With,frl.~dly gOvem.mMts without the 
~~~~clti . ; ~ware of Aiigli:fun's activides. The Station chi_ds foUnd this 
~drlg. t. pp~ I . ~ . ~ , . . . . . 

'---..,_.....! 

!or m,fomuruon. c:Oncemi.ng I..ec Ha.rV,ey Oswa!.d) 

~!:!-~-~-~--~ axw~...+.. .;;,wr cleriCal · · 1 . •• . ~ ...... lo'4 . perso.nM • 
. J:67J 

'--~,.....I" 

. of 6 ~ c:imlt976: "ri2ubte Agent Branch- wu charged 
dOUblchgent ~rill ·lbfoad. Since the vast nUJorlty 
·--~ tru: FBI. or-fit- ~-foreign.;.J.Wson. 

a &:Kitdin.iitof nthe.r than acu-ve ruririer of o~ru:. w 

8.1=-.. ]rifm to an August 1976 IG report sometimes c:ail 
Angleton•sStewa.rd&hi' ·· · · · · liOW Angleton ran Ct 
We Slumld -~ thii. t u cited. in MingO!d. Cp)d Warrior. at 316.] 

SECRET 
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... -----~--·· ····-·· ~--------
-- ............ . 

ASSASSINATIONREOORDS REVIEW BOARD ') :Ftt..Es . ../ 

files coulst ot.1 redwdd&, totalling approximately 18 ~· They 
u!Cicdbc. :4 uf'aJ.ldM: · · 

. that were relcucd In fiill. I• no need to 
let 

~Udcm): ~ J5 (24 Ncw.l!t11~ 
DCC:ember · ihc D.c.~ law~ otDuru:a:n. 

Bciward 1· B~ m response to a request far 'book reviews from 
· _ documcntB are Ill copies ofbook ~from 
mtelligiDce. i . .ee no need to deslgriatc my ~nu u 

· ~ly released to A. Doppelt (on behalf of The :R.eadm DJ.p in 
. .··· .. . >' speech by 

(Shadrin) Wore the Comittee em. Un
llbow em Artamoncv, and~ 

111 dis~: I aee.no need to 
,---. eV\ ?-::r \Jl .. r>JV'~~:·. 

. ., ... ,c .. ·. y..., 
'11\8 Deru,.ecl Documents Pile conmins'no irias&ination mcords and probably no mnJs, with the possible ...... · .·. 

~ eat.egoey'VJI: nos. 496. 49~. 499. !500, 510 
. ~·c • . •. . . ·• . ·':'' . •. 

DOc:. future leads. The document i• a memorandum 
dated Of lntcrat reprding the Mafia. Team~n, and Hofi'a. 
Doe& 49~00;'~~10 regard aDeptioi:as eonc:entlng anaulnatlon ploti. . 

Othci.'Widc. the Denied Doc:.uments fllo contains background information on I A. J'lledic:al records. signed 
Special ~ fOim.l. administrative personnel f.nfommtlon. information from donied FOIA requests. 
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MEMORANDUM 

Septernber12,1998 

CIA SP.c..CIA.L COLLECTIONS 
RELEASE IN FULL 

2000 .! 
••o ''~'o>Po'•••••• ',, ... ~,=-· 

To: Laura Dank 
Executive Director 

cc: Bob Scared 
CIA Team Leader 

From: Michelle Combs 
Associate Director for Research and Review 

Subject CIA-IR-04 Records of James Jesus Angleton 

M~y stories exist about the record~ created and maintained by James J. Angleton, 
chief of Counterintelligence, over his thirty-year reign and about their reported 
destruction after his retirement. The Review Board asked the CIA to search for any 
records maintained by Angleton still extant or to provide records showing the 
destruction or incorporation of records indentified aS Angl~t011's. __ lrl_X:ef;pOnse, the 
Directorate of Operations provided three memoranda dated November 23, 1976, 
August 5, 1977, and November 29, 1979 that record the CIA's review of Angleton's 
counterintelligence files. These memoranda show that after a review of the records, a 
small percentage were incorporated into the files of the Directorate of Operations. 
Other records, either duplicates or not worthy of retention, were destroyed. The review 
process took several years to accomplish. The Directorate of Operations did not 
provide destruction records to the Review Board. Thus, CIA reported that any extant 
r~ords, once known as Angleton's are no longer identifiable or retrievable (lS a separate 
collection. The memoranda describing Angleton's files are being processed for the JFK 
Collection at the National Archives._ The CIA provided these three memoranda in a 
classified form with their response to CIA-IR-04. 

In addition, the Review Board staff examined the Mangold v. CIA Freedom of 
Information Act files .consisting of seven red wells totaling approximately 18. inches. The 
red wells are organized by "tabs" which they can describe as follows: 

Tab A:. copies of published newspaper and magazine clippings that have been 
released in full. No assassination records were designated. 

Tab B: copies of published newspaper articles, the texts of which have been 
released in full. No assassination records were designated. 

t"''""''' 'W\,".l' ., ".'•. ••·••, •• "• • 71" ••'~':"'" ·~~;' •, ••' · · 
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Tab C: documents about Angleton from the 1940's, including his career with the 
Office of Strategic Services (OSS). No assassination records were designated. 

TabD: on December 11,1978, the Washington, DC-based law firm of Duncan, 
Brown filed· a Freedom of Information Act request on behalf of James .Angleton in 
conjunction with his anticipated testimony before the House Select Committee on 
Assassinations. All records related to this matter, ddcuments numbered 94-230, are 
designated assassination records unless they are already a part of the CIA sequestered 
collection. This redwell also contains Angleton's personnel evaluation reports. The 
Review Board staff reviewed these reports for probative information but they were not 
designated as assassination records. · 

Tab E: documents previously released to Edward J. Epstein in response to a 
request for book reviews from CIA's internal journal Studies in Intelligence. These 
doeuments are all copies of book reviews from Studies in Intelligence on issues related 
to intelligence. No assassination records were designated. 

2 

Tab F: documents previously released to Henry Hurt in response to a request for 
documents concerning Alexander Orlov. Most of the documents are newspaper articles 
and reprints of Senate testimony. No assassination records were designated. 

· Tab G: documents previously released to A. Doppelt on behalf of The Reader's 
Digest in response to a request for documents concerning Nicholas Shadrin. These 
documents include a speech by Director of Central Intelligence Stansfield Turner, 
testimony by Captain Nikolai Fedorovich Artamonov (a pseudonym for Shadrin) 
before the Committee on lin-American Activities on September 14, 1.960, a transcript of 
a Panorama Show on Artamonov, and extensive correspondence from his wife to 
various U.S. Goverment officials about Shadrin's disappearance. No assassination 
records were designated. 

Finally, the Review Board staff examined the Denied Documents and Partial Releases 
files for Mangold v. CIA. The Denied Documents file contains background information 
on Angleton, medical records, signed Special Clearance forms, administrative personnel 
information, information from denied Freedom of Information Act requests, and 
various memoranda relating to different conversations between Angleton and CIA 
officers on a wide variety· of issues. Documents numbered 496,498,499,500, and 510 
were designated assassination records unless they already exist in the CIA sequestered 
collection. 
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The Partial Releases File contains additional records on Angleton such as Office of 
Strategic Services background information, Office of Security files, administrative 
personnel information, and medical records. No assassination records were designated. 

e: \combs \cia-ir04.wpd 
File 4.20.1, 4.20.4, and 4.50. 
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·C·'· . . . ,, --3CIAI~ cc: "r. ~C:!ONS · 
H.ELEASE fl\I FULL , 

2000 
24 August 1998 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Laura Denk 
Executive Director, ARRB 

FROM: J. Barry Harrelson, 
JFK Project Officer, HRP/OIM 

SUBJECT: CIA-IR-04, Disposition of Angleton Files 

1. The following is responsive to referent request. 

2. The ARRB staff requested that the Agency provide an 
explanation of the disposition of the files of James J. 
Angleton, Chief, Counter-Intelligence Staff, following his 
retirement from the Agency in 1975. 

3. Research on ·the question determined the following. 
After Angleton'S departure, his files were incorporated 
within the files of the CI Staff and the Directorate of 
Operations (DO). Eer three memoranda dated 23 November 
1976, 5 August 1977, and 29 November 1979 respectively,. 

- these files were reviewed and incorporated into the DO 
records system. Items that were duplicates or not worthy of 
retention were destroyed. The memoranda describe the CI 
file collection under Angleton and the process that was 
followed to incorporate significant and non-duplicative 
files into the records system. Because the files that were 
once known as Angleton's have been dispersed within the DO 
records, they are no longer identifiable as a collection. 

4. The three memoranda are classified and have been 
made attachments hereto. They have been included within the 
JFK collection for review, processing and release to the 
National Archives. 

J. Barry Harrelson 
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MEMO~NDUM FOR THE RECORD 

FROM:. Leslie S. Raty 
Deputy Chief, IMPG 

0 

5 August 1977 

SUBJECT: Processing of Documents by the- Analysis Unit 
1n CI Staff 

1. This will confirm the conclusions of a 
discussion held on 26 July 1977 between the members of 
the .CI Staff Analysis Unit and the undersigned. 

I 

. 2. It was the understanding of the ISS team that 
surveyed the records of CI Staff that the Analysis Unit 
would process inforJnation found in the Staff \oJhich had · 
not been previously processed into the records system. 
It would compare fi1es opened by CI Staff with files 
already opened in the central system consolidating them 
where duplication existed and registering unique files . 
centrally when warranted. It would_also process unique 
documents found in the staff which had not been 
previously processed. The survey team recognized, 
however, that the CI Staff held literally thousands of 
documents whic~ wer~ duplicates of documents already 
processed for the central system for other DDO 
components. These included non-record or carbon copies 

DOC. MICRO. SER. 

. DEC 16 1992. 

MICROFILMED 
1-1.~-0 \.fl. 77 . 
os- '77 

I (nT\f-lo73 -ool 
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of cables and dispatches and memorandums for which CI 
Staff was only an information addressee. These the 
team did not believe warranted reprocessing. Where 
these documents are an integral part of a file being 

,integrated into or consolidated with a duplicate file 
in the central system the documents should be retained 
in the official file but not be reprocessed 
individually. 

Distribution: 
. .Or.i.g 

1 
1 
1 
1 

CI/RA . 
- IP/DMS 

IP/PB 
DC/IMPG 
CI/RMO. 

.... 2 
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MEl--lORAN DUM FOR: Chief," Counterintelligcntc :~~ff 

Charles·A. Briggs FROM 
Chief, Info'(mation Serv.ices Staff 

SUBJECT 

REFERENCE 

CI Staff Records Study 

l>~emorandum for the Record dated 4 February 1976, 
Subject: Meeting with Chief, CI Staff, from 
Chief, Information Services Group 

A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

1. _ At the request of Chief, CI Staff, an ISS Analyst Team · 
has worked with the CI Staff to: 

a. Conduct a study of CI Staff's records holdings, 
records keeping practices and problems. 

b. Develop recommendations for bringing CI Staff's 
tt\'enty-five year accumulation of compartmented and sensitive 
records and files-una:er· co.ntrol of- the DDO- Central Records 
System. 

c. Design methods for recording sensitive information 
in t-he DDO Central Records System to.provide l~ads to CI 
S~aff' s. holdings l<hile providing appropriate pr_otection. 

I 

d. ·Coordinate systems development activity needed to 
help CI Staff accomplish the recommended objectives. 

2. The ISS Team surveyed the,CI Staff's records holdings 
to determine hoK these records relate to the DDO Central Records 
System. All records being held at Headquarters were reviewed; a 
sampling of the material being,.held at the Records Cen·ter lias 
reviet<~cd. 

3·. The ISS team reviel\"ed cur.reht n:· ···...: • i:u .• ..::.:. •• :;. p.s.aCt.l...._._ ·· 
to measure records traffic and •scertain that material was being 
properly processed into the DDO Central Records System. 

B. FINDINGS 

1. The records currently being maintained by CI Staff to 
support its existing organization are generally well organized 
and for the most part, pro~erly maintained. Thete are case~ where 

E2 IMPBE'f43b B¥ 96847-5" 

.. ·· .. ·: .. ·. ' ..... , .·· .. -........ : . 
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official files have not been opened and records are not being 
processed into the DDO Ccntr~l Records System because the material 
is considered too sensitive. Procedures for processing this 
material into the records system are being developed. 

2. CI Staff has accumulated several ·hundred feet of 
files that contain a mixtur-e of record and non-record material. 
P.lany of these files are fragmented,· reflecting previously divided 
or parallel responsibilities among CI Staff, and in some cases, 
other DDO components. There are many files, and many documents 
within files, particularly CI Staff memoranda, codell.'ord material, 
sensitive liaison correspondence, etc., which have never been 
processed into the records system. · Some of these. files, especially 
those being held at the Records Center, are ambiguously identified. 
Some of the docfiments in these files are completely unrelated to the 
subject of the file. The files that have a continuing operational 
value should be pulled together and the records in the files indexed 
and abstracted in accordance with existing procedures. The ~ile~ 
that no lo-nger have an operational value s.hould be retired in their 
present fo·rm. While it is not necessary to perform in-depth indexing 
of these dormant records, it is important that the names of people 
,,ith '"'hom the Agency has been operationally involved be identified 
in the records system. Files that contain background, reference, 
and working papers are _being held but apparently are not being used. 
The ISS recommendations for disposition of the files, including the 
destruction of much material_ in accordance ld-th approved records 
schedules and the retirement or transfer of other holdings to 
more appropriate components, are contained in Annex A. 

3. There are a number of policy and management files 
that shoul~ be established for the documents that reflect the 
Staff • s. plans., policies and procedures. The documents that provide 
·this type of informati•on are currently buried in miscellaneous files 
and cannot be retrieved. in an organized manner. 

4. There are several card indexes being heid by CI Staff. 
These indexes do not reflect current Staff needs nor do they 
meet the indexing_ criteria established for the DDO Records System. 
They are filled with extraneous information such: as the.names of . 
authors of CI Staff papers• CI/Research and Analysis Group maintains 
an index of 270,000 3x5 cards that provides access by name to its 
extensive document holdings. The cards in this index contain a 
name and document reference but no biographic data to facilitate 
identification. Many of the cards-should be purged, but there is 
insufficient data on the cards themselves to make a judgment. These 
indexes.should not b~ integrated into the Records System. The names 
can be indexed into the system directly from the documents that 
warra_nt proc-essing into the central system. 
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S. Some material is considered too sensitive to be processed 
by the Central Records Sy-stem. There are names that cannot be 
disclosed during a routine name trace because of the personality•s 
notoriety or operational significance. There are documents which 
require sp~cial handling to protect sensitive sources and the CI 
Staff's interest in certain cases. and subjects. 

C. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
. 

1. Annex A identifies the. files b"eing held in each CI s·taff 
office and the Records Center and contains recommendations for their 
disposition. A considerable number of the~e files should be analyzed 
~o ensure that records are properly filed and identified in. the DDO 
Central Records.System. Miscellaneous files such as background, 
reference, ·and \torking papers that do not contain record material 
need not be processed into the records system. CI Staff should review 
them to determine their utility and destroy those that are no long~r 
used. Tbnfollowing recommendations ~n staffing, computer·support, 
and space should help to support integration of the appropriate 
records into the central system. · 

a. S~affing 

(1)· A project team consisting.of ISS personnel 
should be es.t•ab~ i£;h~c:l tq Slnalyz.e the 1·ccor~ · rna terial and 
perform the necessary codification, abstracting, indexing, 
cross-referencing .and cross-filing. Experience or training as 

· an ISS analyst is a prerequisite fo-r processing this material. 
The age and diversity of the material will present unusual 
probfems. Experience ld th both the older records and the 
facilities provided by the records system to support document 
processing is desirable. . . 

(2) There is a total of 41$ feet of record material 
to be analyzed and it will take an estimated 11.9 man years 
based on.the following statistics. 

per 

2000 2 1/2 

·I documents 
analyzed per hour 

7 

(3) The project team. should consist of four ISS 
analysts. Three of these analysts should process records 
full time. Th~ fourth should be a senior analyst who can 
supervise the project and process records half time. The 
senior-analyst must have a practical knowledge of the 
records system, especially the older records, and the 
Cl St~ff's past records keeping practices. 

.. 
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b. Computer Support 

(1) It is· recommended that a Video Display Terminal 
and a remote printer be installed in the CI Staff area. This 
display terminal and associated printer liill enable t_he anaiysts 
to communicate directly with the computerized data base cont~ining 
name, file, and document status· information. ·rhese terminals 
will be used to process the old records into the system and to 
perform current records processing needs. 

(2) It .is recommended that two Four-Phase Data 
Entry terminals be irtstalled in the Cl Staff area to allow analyst 
to key nelf index and abstract records. It is estimated th.at 
somewhat less than SO% of the doctiments to be arialyzed will 
require processing. · Using an average of tl\'O index and one 
abstract records per document, approximately 500,000 records 
\dll have to· be . keyed. Remote installation at the analysts' · 
workitig area 1fill el imina·te the need to mail documents to IP 
Electronic Data Input Section for processing. 

c. . Space 

A secur.e area ldll be needed as t\'ork space for 
the analysts, computer and data entry terminals, and document 
storage. The CI/Research and Analysis Group's vault, Room 2B-28 
is recommended. It is large enough to accommodate a team of 
four analysts. Its proximity to ODP's Special Computer 
Center.and IP/Electronic Data Input Section facilitates computer 

·and data entry terminal installation. Also, a large portion of 
the ~iles to be analyzed are already stor~d in this atea • . 
2~ The responsibility for maintenance of files that are 

split bett"'een tt\'O or more CI Staff components should be assigned 
to a single component and the material in the files consolidated • 

. 3. The CI/RMO .should establish Policy and .f.fanagement files 
to provide a repository for the records that document the plans, 
policies, and procedures of the Cl Staff. Annex· A, Attachment 3 
identifies·such files deemed necessary by the· ISS survey team~ 

4. The senior analyst '"ho supervises the ISS team should 
also serve permanently as the CI Staff analyst to perform four basic · 
functions: 

I 

a. Process CI material currently being handled by 
the IP/Data Management Section. 

b~ 

c. 
sensitive 
system in 
methods. 

Ensure that fil~s are properly opened and maintained. 

Serve as a records referent to provide advice on how 
cases and projects can be processed into the records 
a manner that protects the privacy of sources and 
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d. ·Analyze and process current as well as backlogged, 
sensitive material, (including CI Operational Letters and 
ZRTAFFY) into the. Central Records System.· 

S. A computerized information system should be developed 
to enable CI Staff to maintain a central index of names that are 
considered too sensitive ·to record in the DDO Central Records System. 
Indexes to sensitive names are currcntlf being held by individual · 

.case officers and it is difficult to a~co~n~ for the names and the 
documents they are identified in. A compartmented computer file will 
enable CI Staf( to identify readily their sensitive pame holdings 
and account for the associated documents. . . 

6. The system should also allow DbO main index name trace 
requests to be compared with ~he sensitive name file. The fact that 
m'\other component o·r agency is conducting. a trace on a name considered 
sensitive by CI Staff concerns the Staff. This type of comparison 
1.vill provide a ·mechanism for alerting the Staff to ot~tside interest .. 
CI Staff personnel can then t•ke appropriate actiort (such as contacting 
the requester)." 

1. All processing that involves these names must be done 
in a ~anner that affords maximum security. Annex B contains a 
proposal for developing a computerized system for handling these 
sensitive names. ·However, ISS is considering other alternatives 
for meeting this requirement. 

D~ ALTERNATIVES 

1. All solutiohs to the- CI Staff'~ record keeping-problems 
explored by the ISS team involved processing the appropriate 
holdings into the DDO Central Records System. Failure· to process· 
·the material into the Central Records System means run:11ing .the 
risk that, in any investigation, or in response to Freedom of 
Information Act br Privacy Act inquiries, information will be 

·overlooked or brought forth piecemeal to erode the Agency's credibility 
or bring into question management's control over information 
collection and exploitation. The following solutions were explored: 

a. The various card indexes being held by CI Staff 
could be entered into the records system to provide access 
to the CI files. The files could continue to be held in 
hard copy or converted to microform to reduce storage require
ments. Howev~r, these indexes do not contain the biogra~hic. 
data necessary to facilitate positive identification during. 
a name trace of the central system. The files themselves 
must also be review~d and processed to eliminate fragmentation, 
incorrect titles and filing, etc. 

tf'? 
S E C R E T 
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b~ The existing records could be sent to IP/Data 1\fanage
ment Section for processing into the records system. IP/DMS 
has the records expertise and the computer terminals necessary· 
to support records processing. This approach would necessitate 
moving the records from···cr Staff to IP/D~fS \<~hich could present 
security problems. It ltould also impede CI access to. the 
material lthile it llo'as being processed. Because the IP/DMS 
analysts have other ~<~ork to perform, the CI material would 
have a secondary priority which liould defer the completion of 
the project •. 

'E. RECOl'J:f\iENDATIONS 

The ISS Team's recommendations are that: 

1. _ CI Staff's record material should be integr~ted into the. 
DDO Central Records System. 

2. A project team should be established to expedite this 
records integration. 

3. COJ!lputer terminals should be installed in CI Staff to 
·facilitate records processing. 

4. Fragmented files should be consolidated and responsibilities 
for them fixed. 

5; Policy and management files should be opened. 

6.. A computer system should be developed to allow na~es 
of sen~itive personalities to be recorded in the central system 
for access by authoriz9d.CI Staff personnel and fo enable CI Staff 
to monitor interest in these personalities~ Controls for sensitive 
files should be developed on a cas~ by case basis. 

1. A senior ISS analyst -should b~ assigned to CI Staff t6 
handle current records processing needs. · 

8. Although the ISS Team did not attempt to make recommen
dations on altering the design of the DDO Records System, 
they did see a need to improve the system's facilities for 
handling sensitive material. CI Staff is not the only component 
that deals with sensitive material, and other components like 
CI.Staff tend to control their sensitive material outside the 
central sysj:em. To ensure that sensitive material is accounted 
for in the central system, methods for protecting sensitive holdings 
must be designed into a future records system. 

Charles A. Briggs 

Jl<} 
"5ECRE""'f 
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Subject: CI Staff Records Study 

Attachments: 
1. Annex A - Survey of the Active Records of the 

Counterintelligence Staff 

Attachment 1: Records requiiing processing 
Attachment 2: Sensitive records requiring special 

processing 
Attachment 3: Recommendations for Policy and 

Management files 

2. Annex B - Computer system proposal for handling 
CI Staff's sensitive names 

DDO/ISS/SG/A :bg (19 November 1976) X7371 

Distribution: 
Original & 1 C/CI (,,.,at t) 

2 - C/ISS (w/o att) 
1 DC/ISS (l-1/o att) 
1 - EPS/EG (lv/o att) 
1 - ISPG (l-1/o att) 
1 - C/IMG (w/att) 
1 - C/ IPG (lo~/o att) 
1 - C/SG (lo:/o att) 
1 - C/'SG/AD (w/o a·tt) 
1 - Pro.j ect File (FLE) (w/att) 
1 - Reading Board (w/o att) 
1 - EPS/EG (f\lr. Glenn Brm\"n) (l-:/o att) 

r· 
S E C R E T 
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· CI 140-79 

~iENCR.l-.!.:::·:..~.j F(\R: Chief, Information J.:anagernent Staff 

ATTENTION Chief, Opeiations Group 

FROJ~ Dav~3d JL Blee 
Chief, Counterintelligence Staff 

·J 

CI Staff Record Study SUBJECT 

REFERENCE :· Information Services Staff Memorandum, 
76-572, dated 23 November 1976 

1. The D·1S Analyst Team assigned to CI Staff ]las 
cmnpleted a _little over t\vo years of an ·estimated 3.4 
years 1 ass i grim en t to the Staff. During this period 
rut1ch of the original 417 feet o£ Staff unprocessed 
records have been reviewed by either the "INS Analysts 
or_CI Staff personnel. The Analysts recently completed 
the processing of over 2,000 soft files which are the 
responsibility of our Technical Branch. This task was 
done in a nost expeditious manner. We remain thankful 
for t~e caliber of personnel you have been sending to 
the Staff. (C) 

2. In order ~0 ~ore fully understand how bes~ to 
complete the remaining unprocessed records we have 
compiled~ listing of those records reviewed by the ISS 
Analyst Team in 1976, but not yet completed. We estimate 
that 2~6 feet of files have been revie~ed by the Task 
Foice and another Bl feet by CI Staff ~ersonnel, leiving 
roughly 90 feet of unprocessed material yet to be reviewed 
and possibly incorporated into the DO Central Records 
System. Nuch of the paper reviehed by CI Staff personnel 
were found to be duplicate and were destroyed. Those 
~ocuments ~hich had to be processed were given ~o the 
n.~s Analysts for processing. (U) 

/0 
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3. The folloh·ing files remain to be revje,•ed and 
possibly processed: (S) 

LOCATION FILE DESCRIPTION FOOTAGE 

a. C/CI Miscellaneous Policy, 6 
Operational, and 
Subject Files 

b. C/CI Operation {CANARY?- ., 1 
Soviet Contacts-
Mise Subject Files 

c. C/CI ZRTAFFY Chrono 8 

d. C/CI 
(Records 
Center) 

e. CI/A/JS 
(Records 
Center) 

f. C/CI/OG 

11 
ase -

C_a_s_e----llEWI\DOW Project
G\10BE1 TE8]Ca se -
B-G~·~OR.r~ I NG -
[z RPASSKEY7 Project -
ZRCl-IE~T-:-rroj ec t -
~ULKAGEJProject 
'1-HKE/PORT'IO/HAl TI 
[}Hr•1 I"t.KYJ Case -
lTKTff~ile 

I 

LGROUNDJT69 Case -
Covers-p~eriod 1944-
1969. 

Misc. Liaison Files -
Sensitive portions 
of 201 and Operations 
Files. 

/{ 

22 

1 

RE?··iARJ<S . 
~.:.::.e" CO:·HNT-

. , . 1 !"' '!' l ::; a 1" 1 y 
:r!t~grate into 
e::xistins files. 

Open Subjer~t 
files. Infeg9ate 
into 201 files. 

Sensitive -
Restricted·
None in.DO 
Records System. 

HiS Analyst 
·processing 
required. 
S01:1e sensi ti ''e. 

S X 8 Card Index 
in CI/A/IS. 

J\e\1 ie'" files. 
Sc.me material 
integrate into 
FNF and other 
official files. 
Obtain file 
number, register 
CT)'pt. Index 
individuals 
involved in 
case. 

Processing 
required. 
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LOCATION 

g. CI/A/T 

h. CI/ A/ l S 

i. CI/A/JS 

.. , 

3 

FILE DES.CRI PT ION 

CONINT Case Files. 

Project 

Sensitive CIA/ 
LIAISON Files. 

: 

FOOTAGE 

'z 

9 

30 

RE}-!ARKS 

Revi e,,. for 
processing into 
official files. 

Some official 
docur:ents. 
Inc l·udes 
approxi:ma tely 
10~000 5 X 8 
index cards. 
Official subject 
file 100-006-113 
already indexed 
but should be 
reviewed for 
future retention. 
Request HiS 
adv.i ce· on hOl\' 
to pl"oceed \d th 
this n~v ie\\'. · 

Contains 
:mcmonmda -
Very Sensi ti·ve -
None in DO 
·Reco1·ds System. 

· 4. In addition to the above;, a member of you_r._ 
Staff h_as been r.evieldng and consolidating the 4!:HE~~ 
Project. \·,'hen the rcvieli is completed '"e hope to--·o 
1·eceive a recomwendation on· ·"·hether or not this material 
~hould be processed. This project is ~cnsitive and 
contains sorne 35 feet of unprocessed paper. Pres~nt 
plans, agreed to by members~.Qf~):$>Ut:'_.-Staff, call for the 
same kind of revie'\i of the ,G'R~OG) ;.;aterial (Jtem e) 
prfor to processing by the IMS Analysts assigned to the 
Staff. (S) . 

I~ 
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5. Unfortunately the time required to complete 
the above will have to be a rough e~timate. At ~imes 
the Analysts have been able to move rapidly through 
the files, while at other times they have run into 
records problems and the work has been slow. They •· 
have just begun the processing of Item i above. This· 
is a compartmented codeword file and every docu~ent 
will have to be revie~ed and most processed into the 
DO Central Records System (STAR). We believe there 
will be considerable indexing .to do and it may take 
from 6 to 8 months to complete tbis project. The time 1 
remaining to complete everythin&~1'-'ill depend upo~ the. __ _ 
decision made concerning~ the [l~HE@Proj ect, the [GROUNI)HOG\ 
Projec:t, and the ~C.\tA.?.:£Q~~lf Nateria~. These three fi!es ' I 
const1tute 66 feet ·of pap~r. We w1ll work closely w1th 
members~ of your Staff on these decisions.. (S) 

I 
David H. Blee 

I 

29 1-iarch 1979 R-9429 . I 
. 

Dis tri·fiution: 
Orig. & 1 - Addresiee 

1 C/CI Chrono 
1 - CI/A/IS Chrono 
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